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5250 Screen Capture Includes
Automatic Identification & Extraction of
Business-Items (Customer, Item, Account…)
Solution increases auditability & compliance of applications
Nanuet, New York – May 2, 2014 - Raz-Lee Security, a leading supplier of information
security solutions for the IBM i, has announced the availability of Capture with
Business-Items (CBI), an extension of its extremely successful Capture product.
Extracting of Business-Items such as Customer, Item, Account, etc., from Capture 5250
screens provides auditors and application managers advanced tools for ensuring
application functionality.
An example of CBI’s immediate relevance is its ability to fulfill the requirements of
Italian banks resulting from a new Italian Privacy Law, effective June 2014, which
specifically requires screen capturing with Business-Item extraction. The Italian IBM i
market is known to be the second largest in the world, after the United States, numbering
many tens of thousands of systems.
CBI’s market-unique focus on Business-Items is Raz-Lee’s second implementation of
this approach; AP-Journal, which monitors changes and accesses to data and sends realtime alerts when pre-defined field thresholds have been exceeded, also focuses on
Business-Items in order to integrate data from numerous files into a single, integrated,
data record directly related to the specific Business Item. This allows tracking the full
history or a subject, by all it aspects in a chronological order, with instantaneous results.
Following are some of CBI’s major features:
 Rule based, Auto start of screen capturing
 Capture screens with relevant information such as Job details, Display file and
record format names, Program that displayed the screen (including the statement
number), Library list, Current user, etc.
 System Aided identification of Business-Items as display file’s fields
 Automatic extraction of Business-Items from user screens taking into account
possible changes in screen positioning
 Auto repair of display file’s field positions after display file has been modified
 Auto identification of run environment such as Test/Production, Branch Id…
 Search, Playback, Print, E-mail as HTML and additional capabilities to audit
organization’s activity
 Performance impact is virtually zero. Screen data requires modest disk space.
“Over the years, Raz-Lee has always answered market demands quickly and with highly
professional solutions; as such, we are now extremely happy to be servicing our current
and future Capture customers, as well as Italian customers & prospects, with CBI”, said
Shmuel Zailer, CEO/CTO, Raz-Lee Security. “In announcing this support, Raz-Lee is
again the first IBM i security, auditing and compliance ISV to prove its technological
competence and flexibility by implementing market and customer-driven requirements
into its software products.”

About Raz-Lee Security Inc. and iSecurity
Raz-Lee Security, headquartered in Nanuet, New York, is the leading security solution
provider for IBM's IBM i (AS/400) computers. Drawing upon its more than 30 years of
expertise in the IBM i Performance and Optimization market, the company designs,
develops and markets a comprehensive suite of advanced security software solutions iSecurity.
Raz-Lee's iSecurity product suite is field-proven at thousands of sites, ranging from sites
with more than 175 systems thru SMBs and single-LPAR P05 installations, in more than
40 countries worldwide.
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